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Abstract

of the recently-developed SLIDE algorithm [l,2 , 31 for
line detection and estimation.

I n this paper we associate the problem of estimating
the locations of signal transients with the image processing task of detecting and estimating lines and axes
of symmetry i n a n image obtained through the wavelet
transform of the signal. We investigate the application of the recently-developed SLIDE algorithm - a n
eficient, high-resolution algorithm f o r line detection
and estimation, to the image processing task associated with the detection of transient signals.

1

1.1

Let f denote the Fourier transform of the function
f . Given a function g E L2(R) satisfying the admissibility condition,

where g denotes the Fourier transform of g, the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) (Wf)(a,b) of any
f E L2(IEi) with respect t o g is defined by

Introduction

In a variety of signal processing tasks it is useful t o
be able t o detect ‘abrupt’ changes in the behavior of
a signal, e.g. for signal segmentation such as in speech
processing. An abrupt change may for example be a
discontinuity in the derivative of some order. We use
the term singularity here t o collectively refer to such
changes. The wavelet transform has developed into an
important tool for the analysis of signals with various
types of ‘time-varying’ frequency content. In particular, singularities in a signal may be regarded as a local
variation in the frequency content. A significant feature of the wavelet transform is the fact that the structure of many commonly encountered signals may be
readily recognized by observing the two-dimensional
image provided by the wavelet transform. It has remained however a challenge to automate the detection
and parametrization of interesting signal structures.
In this paper; we investigate the application of an
image processing technique to the problem of detecting and locating the occurrence of transients in a signal
by way of the image generated by the wavelet transform of the signal. We associate the problem of estimating the locations of signal singularities with the
image processing task of estimating the axes of symmetry of lines that ‘point’ to the locations of these singularities in the wavelet transform of the signal. High
resolution and computationally efficient estimates of
the desired symmetry axes are obtained by application

(3)
is a translated and dilated copy of g. Any g E L 2 ( R ) ,
satisfying (I) is referred t o as an analyz’ing (or mother)
wavelet. Admissibility of g ensures the invertibility of
the CWT by means of the formula,

Note that the admissibility condition (1) essentially
only requires that g(0) = 0 or equivalently J g = 0.
Hence analyzing wavelets are required t o be approximate bandpass functions. Computation of the CWT
is facilitated by the translation structure of the analyzing functions, which enables the use of F F T based
convolutions t o compute the CWT. A key property
of the wavelet transform is the fact that it provides a
‘time-frequency localized’ analysis of signals. In particular the parameter a , which we shall refer to as the
scale parameter, corresponds approximately to l/frequency, while the location parameter b corresponds
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approximately to time. What is particularly important to the application we consider here is the rnanner in which this time-frequency localization occurs.
By this we are referring to the fact that the high frequency components of the signal are analyzed via very
'narrow' functions in time since, as we may recall,
f(m)
t3 a - ' f ( u / a ) form a Fourier transform pair.
Hence the CWT allows us to 'zoom in' on localized
singularities in the signal.
Sincc t,hr CWT (Wf)(a,b ) , of a one-dimensional
signal f , is a function or1 Et+ x Et, the CWT may also
tic) equivalently treated as ari irnagtb. We will usc? the
term CWT to refer to both the function ( W f ) ( a , b )
and t,o the corresponding image. As mentioned earlier, a iiu~ril)erof interesting signal st,ructnres may be
readily observed (visually) in the wavelet transform
irriagc. TII this paper WP coiicentrat,tb on exploiting the
following fact,, (sec e.g. [4, 5, 61 for morc precise staterrient,s):
Figure 1: Top: Signal with a transient sinusoidal component. Bottom: Continuous wavelet transform of the
signal using t h e second derivative of a Gaussian as an
analyzing wavelet.

Singularities zn a signul generate lines
of local extrema an the wavelet transform.
Moreover, these lines co71'11~ryeto the hcation of the sangularaties at fine .scalesi (small
iicikes of the scnlr pammetei. a).
To illustrat,e t,he specific characteristics of the CWT
t,hat, we exploit, i n t,he present paper, consider a signal with a t>rarisientsinusoidal component, as shown at
t,he top of Figiirt 1. The CWT imagt. (shown at, t,he
bottlom of Figurt: 1) c1r:itrly revcals the structure of
the signal. The horizontal band at, t,hc top of thc image corresponds t,o t,hv frequency of the sinusoid arid
also shows its localized iiat,urt:. The singularitics in
this signal correspond to the start, ;tnd stop c p c l l s of
tht: siiiusoitl, wlirrr t,hv first, derivirtiv(: of t,hc signal
is discontinuous. As swn from thc CWT image! the
singulaIit,ics iii t,he sigiial do i n farr g i w rise to lines
of local cxtrcrria of thc CWT that, (miverge to t,he location of the singularities at fine scales. -4 second fact
that, is import,ant, in t,lic, applicat,ioii w e consider her(,
is t,liat tlic lint!s o f clxt.rcnia poiritirig t,o the sirigularities arc readily observable even when there is noisc
addctl to t.he signal as stiowri in Figurc 2 , where orice
again t liv signal mnt,airis a t>rarisiriitsinusoid. Henct~
t,hc. prohlfwi of locating sirlglllilrit8iesin a signal can bt:
ident,ifiiod with the problem of cstiniating lines pointing t,o thcj sirigulitrit,ica in the C%'T of t,he signal. In
whcrt. t,hr a d y z i n g wavelet, i,
locittiori of singularit,ies can tw dotc!rniined by Pstiniat,irig t,lic a w s of syrrinict,ry oft lie 'cori(~s'of c:xt,rerna lines
in t,hc CM'T imago cmanatirig from the singularity locations. Thc ohjectivt>of this papthr is t,o irivestigat,cl

the application of a recently-developed efficient irnagci
processing algorithm, which is described in the next
section, t,o estimate the above described axes of symmetry and thereby estimate locations of singularities
in signals.

1 '

2

Subspace-Based Line Detection

The SLIDE (Slr6Sp"':"-b'l,~~'tLi71e DetWti~J71,)algorithm [l,2, 31 is a recently-developed cornputitt,ionally
efficient, technique for estimating parameters of multi-ple straight lines i n an image.
SLIDE reformulates the line pararntker estimation
problem into a subspace fitting framework by applying
a propagation ( phase-preserving project ion) schcme on
the image pixds. By doing so, SLIDE introduccs :i
perfect matheitlatical analogy between t,he pro1)lerri of
estimating anpjcs of straight lines in an image and
t,he problem o f d(it,ermining t,lie dirwAoris of arrival
romagnetic waves impinging OIL an aritenna array. iln t,he st,andard setting of the SLIDE
algorithm, i.e. thr iriult,iple straight, line case, ;triot,her
analogy is macle between the problem of estimating
the offset,s of t,he lines and the probleni of timc series
Iiarrnonic retrieval. The dir~ct,iori-of-;trrivalc>stiniation and the harmonic retrieval problems have been
exterisively studied, e . g . for radar arid sonar applica-.
tions and times series analysis, and in particular, in
the last, detach several so-called super-resolutioii Ago--

I

It, has been shown by Mallat, [5] that it is in fact possible
t,o provide n very detailed cliitrar:tf.rizntioll of the types of singularit irs iisiiig informatior1 derived from local maxirrla of t.hr
wawlct transform
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at the sensors similar to the measurements obtained
in real ant,enna array processing.
Starting with a simplified case of fitting a straight
line to a binary image with a set of collinear pixels, let
us imagine that there is an array of sensors in front of
the vertical axis of the image. A siniple sketch of such
arrangement is shown in Figure 3 . If we now consider
the straight line to be the wavefront of a propagating
wave, the measurements received at, the sensors will
have the form:

where D is a constant parameter, and c a ~ ibe interpreted as the speed of propagation.
xo

Figure 2: Top: Signal w i t h a transient sinusoidal component plus noise. Signal-to-noise ratio i n t h i s case is
about 20dB. B o t t o m : Continuous wavelet transform of
t h e signal using t h e second derivative of a Gaussian as
an analyzing wavelet.

rithnis (see [7, 8, 9, 101) have been developed. In the
linr! fitting problem, it is shown that the conditions for
using a certain coniputationally efficient (ESPRIT) algorithm are met,. The mentioned analogies are made
b y adopt,ing two signal gemration scenarios from the
irnagc pixels that are called the constant-p propagation
for lirie angle estimation, and t h e variable-p yropagution for line offset estimation. Det,ailed derivation and
discussion of SLIDE can be foiintl in [ l ,2, 31.

2.1

Figure 3: Image matrix and h y ~ ~ o t h e t i c sensors
al

In our model, 11 is a frcc parameter, and its choice
gives us a handle to develop different applications.
The tneasurtmients z(y) have the form of a complex
sinusoid with a frequency related to the 1jrie angle 8;
the line offsvt, has been separated and cricoded in a
constant coniplex number. The varying part of the
measiirenirnts, i . e . the part related t.a 8, (:it11 be
lumped itko a tcrm a y ( @=
) eJuY
, and be calkd the
array response vector. The above formulation rcmlily
generalizes to tthe multiple line casc,

Estimation of Symmetry Axes

In t,he so-called constant-p propagation scenario [I],
earh pixc.1 of the irriagr in a row contributes to a rcceivcd signal at a hypothetical sensor located in front
of the correspondirig row of t,he image rnat,rix. This
cmitribut.ion is i i i c+ft:ct, equivalent, to a phase delay
if t,hc pixel is regarded to be a source of electmmagrietic wave. More formally, let, us assurric that all pixels in the image s t a t to propagat,e narrowband ckct,rornagitotic waves wit,li w r o init ixl phase. Furt hrrrnorr, a.ssiiriie h a t , the waves cnianated from pixels
in a givcn row of thc imagc matrix are confind t,o
t.rxvcJ1only along t,liat,row t,om:ar.ds the corresponding
sensor. In this propagation crivironment,, for example,
each straight liriti i n tho image will be in effect eqiiivalent t,o a wavctfrorit. of a txawling planar witvc, because
tlic wavcs of pixds on a lirin retaiii const,aIit relative
phase along paths parallel t,o tjIiatjlinc. As we will see
lat,er, t,his propagation scenario creates measurerrients

(7)
k=l

This equat,iort is the s t a t i n g point of extensive rcsearch in the last decade on the so-calletl subspacebased high resolution direction finding (and signal
copy) algorithms (known as MUSIC, ESPRIT, WSF,
etc. [7, 8. 91). Iri thrse niethods, a saniplr. covariancr
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the intensity of the pattern at the point (z,y) by f(z-zo,y). The measured signal at the y-th row will now
be

matrix is computed in a certain way from the measurements, and its eigendecomposition is examined. The
basic concept of subspace fitting is that the d dominant eigenvectors of t#hiscovariance matrix span the
same subspace that is spanned by the array response
vectors for the desired angles. SLIDE uses efficient numerical methods for solving this problem, and yields
high resolution estimates for the line angles. There is
no search procedure involved in the implementation
of S L I D E , and its computational complexity is an order of magnitude less than that of the traditional and
search-based techniques such as the Hough transform
method.
The next step is to estimate the line offsets. It,
can be shown that by modifying the propagation scenario, new measurements are obtained that contain
chirp (quadratic frequency) contributions from the angles, and linear contributions from the offsets. In
ot,her words, t,he offsets will be encoded as frequencies
of complex sinusoids. Dividing the chirped rnea~surements z(y) by the array responso a,(d) results in new
dechirped measureIiient,s 711(y)

(9)
X

X

-

eJazOYF
T (

,-WY,Y)

(111

where F,(ay, y) is the one dimensional Fourier transform of the pattern f ( z , y ) with respect, to the 2 variable, evaluated at the frequency point a y . III
t,he above equation the measurement vector possesses
a modulated structure with central carrier frequency
azo. The cont,ribution of t,he shape of the symmctxic.
pattern in the image appears as a modulating function in the measurements that has a symmetric equivalent in t,he frcquency domain. Therefore, the distribution of energy in the frequency domain is symmetric:
around the carrier frequency. -4pplying the ESPRI’I’
algorithm to t tie sample covariance matrix computed
from the measurements results in an estimate of tho
location of the symmetry axis 2 0 [Ill.

it

3

on which fast high resolution spectral estimation
methods (‘dual’ to the previously mentioned array
processing methods) can he applied to obtain estimates of tjhe line offsets. The above formulation also
genoralizcs to gray-scale images by assigning the value
of the gradient, at, each pixel to thri amplitude of the
wave emanating froni it. More details on the implementat,ion of thc SLIDE algorithm can be found
in [2, 31.

Simulation Results

Figure 5 shows a t,ransient,signal cont.aniinat,rd with
noise. Note thiit due to the continuity of t,lir: noise-fret)
signal at t2hetransition points, and thc large amount,
of noise, gradimt. t,erhniques cannot, be readily i i s r d t,o
estimate the cI)ochs. To estimattc the t:pochs wv itpp1~t,he proi:edur~ described earliw, i.e. we compute tho
thin
wavelet, transform of the signal and then estiIlliit,~~
axes of symmetxy of the lines pointing to the singularities.
The s y a l and Ihe ssltmaled e p c h limes

3r
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Figure 4: Image w i t h symmetric pattern
Figure 5: A transient signal i n noise. D o t t e d lines indicate t h e estimated epoch times.

Now assume that, an image contains a pattern with
a vertical axis of symmetry, as is the case with CWT
images of signals with singularities. Let the axis of
symmetry be located at position Q. We can model

The wavelet transform of thc signal is prcscnted in
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Figure 6. The horizontal axis in this figure represents
sampled time, and the vertical axis represents scale.
The symmetric structure of the lines around the transition points is observable in this figure. Application
of the SLIDE algorithm to this image resulted in estimates of the two axes of symmetry, as shown superimposed on the image with white lines. The dotted lines
in Figure 5 were also plotted using these estimates.
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An image procmsing framework has been proposed
for estimating the locations of transients in signals.
The proposed technique consists of (1) comput,ing the
wavclet, transform of the signal using a symmetric analyzing wavelet, and (2) estimating the symmetry axes
of the lines in the wavelet, transform image that point
to the singularities in the signal, i.e. the beginning and
the cmd of the transient. An algorithm has been developed for estimating the location of axes of symmetry
in images based on subspace fitting concepts of sensor
array processing. Thc p r o p o s d technique has potent,ial applications in segmenting speech signals and fault
detection.
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